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- Based on the open source PKCS#11 library v.1.9 (currently in development) - Support of diverse
smart card types such as OS, secure memory, PC-SC, etc... - Selectable output of card information in
the form of *.txt or *.prn files - Permanently available - Ability to read smart cards from a file in an
image format -Ability to import smart cards and export to image format - Ability to import/export all
formats of cards - Fuzzy match to minimise the effect of software errors - Fully compatible with all
versions of CDT (QC2, CardReader SDK version 1.0, CardReader SDK 2.5, CardReader SDK 3.0,
CRSDK 3.4) - Works with all devices using PKCS#11 standard - Compatible with all terminal libraries
using PKCS#11 standard (APD, Charles Proxy, PC/SC) - Be ready for either the new USB EMV (2007)
or the CEEMC (CEEMC) standards - Compatible with ETSI MIFARE Classic smart cards -... SmartCard
Manager is a program that allows you to access and delete Smartcards and Tokens in the memory of
Microsoft Windows computers. It is meant for an existing Token Access Management infrastructure
so you can retrieve the information about your smartcards from your Active Directory or LDAP
directory. You also have the option to check if your smartcards are lost or if they have been stolen.
Save Token Recovery will help you find tokens deleted from Windows operating system. You can
recover the information from tokens that are no longer in use and you can recover tokens lost during
a reboots. The program comes with a deep investigation of all deleted tokens and smartcards so you
can restore any deleted token even if it was wiped out from the operating system. SmartCard
Manager allows you to view the tags of smartcards and tokens. Once deleted, a token will show in
the "Attached Tokens" list of the Message Log of Windows. If you have installed MSMessageLogSvc,
you can also obtain the "attached tokens details" from the Message Log. Important features: - Delete
Token and Token Attached to Smartcards - Recover Token Attached to Smartcards - Display all
Tokens - Restored Tokens - Tag/Keywords of tokens - Sqlite Database Storage - Use Share Folder or
Windows Mail
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Multimedia & Multimedia Tools - Free dSPACE Converter 2.0.20110110 dSPACE Converter is an easy-
to-use tool that can be used to convert a wide variety of digital files such as music, video, images
and documents to other formats such as MPEG, MP3, WMA, WMV, WAV, etc. The conversion is
accomplished with a simple drag-and-drop interface. 235.63 KB Multimedia & Multimedia Tools -
Janus Multimedia Lite 1.1 Janus Multimedia Lite is a program for the simultaneous playback and
viewing of MP3 audio files. Janus Multimedia Lite works with the digital player from OMS for the
DIGIPHONE line of mobile phones and for the MP3 format. Multimedia & Multimedia Tools - Guru
Meditation 1.0 Guru Meditation is a free software for making meditational programs. Guru Meditation
supports all the most used meditation techniques, with pictures and sounds to help you stay focused
and improve your concentration level. 32.25 KB Multimedia & Multimedia Tools - Kingdome OMS
1.2.0 Kingdome OMS is a project to create a MOD-like utility for PocketPC and Symbian based
phones. It can rip files from CDs (including AAC) and MP3, burn files to CD, rip files from SD/MMC
cards (including AAC) and MP3, and some other basic features. 112.82 KB Multimedia & Multimedia
Tools - Free Simple WMA Encoder 10.0 Simple WMA Encoder is a freeware to convert your computer
multimedia files to WMA format. Its super fast, simple and easy to use, not like other wma encoder
tools. 224 KB NEW DOWNLOADS IN MOBILE SOFTWARE, MULTIMEDIA TOOLS Mobile Software -
Secure Hunter Anti theft 1.001 Secure Hunter Anti-Theft Very useful for app for everyone who are
using Android smartphone that it will increase your device security using its features like to remove
for charging, shake/move position of the device it'll ring and it'll not stop... 4 KB Mobile Software -
APUS Launcher 1.9.11 APUS Launcher, a light-weight and intelligent Android Launcher, is the flagship
product of b7e8fdf5c8
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• Free for non-commercial usage. • Displays the actual chip information on the card and on the
screen. • Displays if the card is a smartcard, keycard or USB device. • Displays card type, memory
area and chip serial number. • Displays the following card information: - Type of card - Memory area
(read/write) - Physical address • Displays the following information on the screen: - Serial number of
the card - Card holder ID number - PIN number • Displays the following settings: - Data type (32/64) -
Memory area read (reading and writing) - Device address - File system (ASCII or binary) - Password •
Support scanning smartcards of the following types: - Contact smartcards - Contactless smartcards -
Keycards • Downloads the scanned card information into any text file. • Can output the card
information for any card type into a file in text format. • Can output the card information for any card
type into a file in binary format. • Supports CardLock and CardUnlock options. • Can disassemble the
card and check the firmware of the smartcard. • Can rename the.scn file of the card. • Can decide if
the card should be put into locked or unlock mode. • Can set the data type (32/64) of the memory. •
Can save the configuration as a.scn file. • Can create a bookmark. • Can identify all the PINs for
smartcards. • Can identify and save the PINs of smartcards. • Can analyze all the smartcard PINs. •
Can analyze all the PINs of smartcards in a scan session. • Can display the PINs and analyze them. •
Can store and retrieve the PINs in the database. • Can identify all the commands for smartcards. •
Can identify and save all the commands for smartcards. • Can analyze all the commands for
smartcards. • Can analyze all the commands for smartcards in a scan session. • Can display the
command history. • Can analyze and analyze the command history. • Can analyze and analyze the
command history in a scan session. • Can analyze all the different ICs in a smartcard. • Can analyze
all the ICs in a smartcard. • Can analyze all

What's New In?

ReadCard Community Edition is an application especially designed for identifying and analyzing
smartcard chips that employ various types of technology. Using this program you will be able to
instantly view the available memory, occupied and locked space on the card as well as the serial
number. NOTE: Only for personal usage. For now, restricted to PC/SC readers without write support.
ReadCard supports GSM, Trusted PC, SmartMX, and more Some features in ReadCard Community
Edition: * List of available memory * Size occupied and locked memory space * Available memory
space * Serial Number * Programmable card serial number * Product serial number * Manufacturer
serial number * Serial number locked * All serial number formats * In-depth information about
memory locked by software * Command list, which allows you to set commands for the reader *
Large database of supported cards * View information on cards that work with various readers *
Memory information of locked cards * Memory locked by software * Locks keyboard and mouse *
Memory locked by a program * Memory of cards locked by the OS * Memory locked by NVM (NV
mode) * Memory locked by the OS and the card programs * Memory locked by the OS, the card
programs, and the card reader * Memory locked by the card reader * Summary of the card's system
info * Information on card capacity * Information on card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity *
Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card
capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card
capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card
capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card
capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card
capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card
capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card
capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card
capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity * Card capacity
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System Requirements:

* Internet Explorer 5.5 (Windows 98/Me/2000/XP) * IE 7 (Windows 7) * IE 9 (Windows 8) Note: If you
experience poor performance with the map when using Internet Explorer, try one of the following
solutions: * Upgrading your computer's RAM to at least 256MB. * Decreasing the graphics quality in
the options menu. * Upgrading your computer's graphics driver. * Playing in Windows Media Player,
as this will cause the game to be slow.
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